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Some approaches in statistical physics have been applied to economic and social

events.1,2) Recently, Kobayashi, Kuninakaet al. reviewed statistical properties of several so-

cial and biological phenomena as “complex systems” from the viewpoint of stochastic pro-

cess.3) In their review, population size distribution of municipalities in Japan was treated as

one example. They stated that log-normal distribution was considered to be a basic one for the

complex systems, which were generally described as a multiplicative random growth given

by an equationx(t + 1) − x(t) = η(t)x(t). Here,x(t) is population size at timet for example,

andη(t) is the growth rate and a random variable. This property is well known as Gibrat’s

law.4)

For the population size distribution, the following feature has been recognized; the ma-

jor part of the distribution obeys log-normal, but the tail part corresponding to large size

exhibits power-law.5–8) Sasaki, Kuninakaet al. classified Japanese municipalities into three

types (village, town, and city), and found that villages and cities are fitted with log-normal

and power-law distributions, respectively.9) Their conclusion was that the difference in these

distributions originated from existence of the lower population threshold in cities, but not in

villages.

Power-law distribution is reproducible by an additional effect to the above multiplicative

random growth. Particularly, the following models have been applied to the Japanese case.

(i) Random growth model:10) This model treats the multiplicative random growth with an

additive random noise, namely Kesten process, which possesses power-law property.11) (ii)

Migration model: There are two approaches focusing on population migration. (ii-a) Tomita

and Hayashi adopted an urn model where preferential attachment in complex network was ap-

plied.12–14)(ii-b) Sasaki, Kuninakaet al. proposed another model and took population thresh-

olds into account.9,15) Depending on existence of the thresholds, the size distributions of

villages, towns, and cities have been separately reproduced. It is noted that emergence of
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power-law due to a threshold has been already reported in fragmentation process.16,17)

In this short note, we review the model (ii-b) with modification by focusing on preferential

migration effect, which is a different viewpoint from refs. 9,15. Now,N sites representing

each municipality are prepared. Time evolution ofx j(t), the size ofj-th site, is described by

x j(t + 1)− x j(t) =
N∑

k=1

M jk(t, p)xk(t) , (1)

( j, k = 1, · · · ,N). Components of the matrixM(t, p) are−µ j for ( j, j), +µ j for (ξ j(p), j), and 0

for others. Here,µ j is positive and given as a uniform random value between 0 andm (< 1) for

j-th site at each time.ξ j(p) is the site number selected by the following rule; (a) Separate all

sites except for thej-th site into two groups A and B in which a site has larger and smaller (or

equal) populations thanx j, respectively. (b) Select the group A with the probability
1
2

(1+ p)

and B with
1
2

(1 − p), where−1 ≤ p ≤ +1. (c) ξ j(p) is chosen with equal probability from

the group selected in (b). It is noted that for the top site having the largest size, no migration

occurs if the group A is selected. And vice versa for the bottom site having the smallest size.

The difference from the approach of Sasaki, Kuninakaet al. is that we do not introduce any

thresholds.

In calculation of eq.(1), we setN = 100, andx j(0) = 1 for all j as the initial condition.

For eachm and p, the results were averaged over 100 samples. 105 iterations of eq.(1) were

executed, and the averaged distributions became steady. Figure 1 shows the averaged cumu-

lative distribution function of{x j} represented byF(x). These distributions can be fitted as

log-normal distribution forx . x∗ and power-law distribution (∼ x−β) for x & x∗, except

for the top site. Here,x∗ shows the crossover size. The variations ofβ andF(x∗) are roughly

depicted in Fig.2 as functions ofm and p. It is found that the exponentβ decreases by in-

crease ofm andp, and thatF(x∗) decreases asm increases andp decreases. These monotonic

dependencies suggest one to one correspondence between (β, F(x∗)) and (m, p).

We note thatp has the meaning ofpreference strength. For positivep, population in a

site has a tendency to move to a larger site. And basically, this model has the following

feature: the larger a site is, the larger population in migration is. Therefore, enhancement of

preferential migration, which is a similar effect to the preferential attachment in refs. 12-14,

is realized, and the power-law region becomes wide. Here, it is found that the size of the top

site becomes larger than that estimated from the power-law fitting (see Fig. 1 for reference).

This is because there is no larger site than the top site, and population migration is limited

to a smaller site. In spite of that, the probability to move a smaller site becomes small for
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p > 0. Then, population migration from the top site hardly occurs. The similar tendency

for the top site can be confirmed in the real data: New York in USA (2000)6) and Tokyo in

Japan (2010).18) When p is negative, on the other hand, population in a site tends to move

to a smaller site, and the difference in population among the sites becomes small. This effect

means averaging of population size. We also note thatm determines populationmobility.

High mobility corresponds to largem, namely strong multiplicative noise, which gives rise to

domination of log-normality in the distribution. Figure 2 supports this interpretation.

In conclusion, the statistical properties in population size distribution of municipalities

can be qualitatively explained by the model (ii-b) without thresholds. The essential point is

the two competitive effects: preferential migration and random mobility. The model is able

to express not only positive preferential migration, but also negative one, namely averaging

migration. And the model gives connection between the statistical values (β, F(x∗)) obtained

from the distribution and the values (m, p) which characterize the above two migration effects

in the population dynamics.

The authors thank Prof. Mitsugu Matsushita for fruitful comments.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) p-dependence and (b)m-dependence of the averaged cumulative distributionF as a function of

population sizex from eq.(1). The arrow near each plot points atF(x∗).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Contour plots of (a)β and (b)F(x∗) as functions ofm andp.
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